Abstract-Various methods to recognize assembly tasks using possible local displacement of objects have heen proposed. To calculate this displacement, the screw theory h employed. It is equivalent to the first order Taylor expansion of the displacement.
I. INTRODUCTION For recognizing assembly tasks and making automatically robot programming to execute such tasks, various methods have been proposed [l] [2] [3] [4] . These methods require to calculate possible local displacement of objects for recognition.
To calculate this displacement, the screw theory [5] or tools with equivalent capabilities are usually employed. They are equivalent to the first order Taylor expansion of the displacement (referred to as first order displacement), and the displacement is formulated as simultaneous linear inequalities. That is a good characteristic because a powerful tool to calculate such'inequalities, the theory of the polyhedral convex cones[h], has already been established.
However, the first order displacement cannot treat curvature information of objects. For example, every first order displacement of a cubic object as shown in Figure   I is the same. That is much different from truth.
In this paper, we propose a method to formulate and calculate possible local displacement of curve objects using improved screw theory [7] , which is equivalent to the second order Taylor expansion of the displacement (referred to as second order displacement). Then we verify the validity of a proposed method. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes preliminaries: the screw representation and the representation of curve lines and surfaces. Section the second order possible displacement of curve objects. Section 4 roughly introduces a method to calculate the second order displacement. Section 5 applies the proposed method to various contact relations between two curve objects. Section 6 concludes this paper.
PRELIMINARIES

A. Screw Represenration
To represent local displacement, we employ the screw representation [5] . It represents the displacement as a combination of translation along a screw axis and rotation about the same axis.
The displacement can be uniquely decided by a direction r and a location e of the screw axis, the ratio s of the translation to the rotation, and a rotation angle A8(> 0)
in the screw representation. After the displacement, the location of any point v is calculated by Equation (1).
(1)
In this paper, we assume that e, and s are functions with a variable A8'.
'We assume bat I is fin, because rotation with a 6 xed axis direction is usually preferred. 
B. Representation of Curve Line and Surface
We assume that a curve line is parametrized by the length s from a fixed point on it as Equation (2).
Applying the Taylor expansion to the equation near the point, p = f(sp), Equation (3) is obtained, where R3(s) is the third order reminder tern.
e, is a tangent normal, e2 is a normal vector satisfied el . e2 = 0, and I( is a curvature on the point p.
Given the function f(x) which calculates the length between a point x and a surface, such a surface is formulated by f (x) = 0. Applying the Taylor expansion to the equation, Equation (4) is obtained.
n is a surface normal and V is a curvature matrix.
In this paper, we assume that every curve line or surface is represented as the second order approximation, that is , the equation which is obtained by removing third order reminder term R ) from Equation (3) or (4).
(4)
SECOND ORDER DISPLACEMENT FOR CURVE LINES AND SURFACES
In this paper, we consider a contact relation between two objects: one is movable and the other is fixed. An arbitrary object is composed of object primitives: vertices, edges (curve lines), and faces (curve surfaces). Every contact relation between two objects can be represented as a combination of contact primitives. A contact primitive is composed of two contacting object primitives. Therefore, nine types of contact primitives exist as shown in Figure  2 . A vertex-face contact means that a vertex in a movable object contacts a face in a fixed object. 
A. Essential Contact Primitive
Hirukawa et. al. proposed the method to derive the first order possible displacement from any contact relations between two polyhedral ohjects[91. They derived this displacement using a contacting point and a separating plane. A separating plane composes of a contacting plane or the plane which two contacting edges is on.
And they illustrated that the first order possible displacement is represented as one system of simultaneous linear inequalities, if and only if an unique separating plane exist on every contacting point, that is, a contact relation dose not include contact primitives (referred to as singular contact primitives) as follows: I) A convex vertex contacts a convex edge. 2) A convex vettex contacts a convex vertex.
We define following six contact primitives as essential contact primitives: vertex-face, edge-face, face-face, edge-edge, edge-face, face-face contacts (Show the area surrounded by hold line in Figure 2 ). That reason is as follows: 1) These six contact primitives can compose a contacting point and a unique separating curve surface.
)
Another three contact primitives can he regarded as a combination of some essential contact primitives, if they are not singular contact primitives.
In this pdper, we only treat Contact relations not including singular contact primitives. Therefore, the second order possible displacement can be represented by one system of simultaneous inequalities.
B. Vertex-Face Contact
Consider the case that a vertex contacts a face in the point v as shown in Figure 3 . After the displacement, the location of the point v is represented by Equation (5).
When a curve surface is represented as Equation (4), the length AVf between a vertex and a curve surface after the displacement represents Equation (6).
Applying the Taylor expansion to Equation (6). we obtain Equation 
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The possible displacement is formulated by A,,, 2 0.
C. Edge-Face Contact
Consider the case that an edge contacts a face in the point v as shown in Figure 3 . We assume that a curve line is represented by Equation (8) . After the displacement, a curve line is represented by Equation (9) . (9) When a curve surface is represented as Equation (4).
the length Aef between a point on the edge, em(sp), and the curve surface is represented by Equation (IO) . When the length is minimum, Equation ( I 1) must be satisfied. Such minimum length is the length between an edee and a face.
And, Equation (12) must be satisfied, because an edge contacts a face without penetrating.
n . e l = O (12)
Applying the Taylor expansion to Equation (10) and using Equation (11) and (12),, we obtain Equation (13). 
D. Face-Face Contact
Consider the case that one face contacts the other face in the point v as shown in Figure 5 . We assume that two faces are represented by Equation (14).
After the displacement, the curve surface, f (x) = 0, is represented by Equation (15).
f,(x)
= -Rn.(x-v) 1 2
+ -( x -v )~R v , R~( x -v ) = o (15)
Let p be any point on the surface g(x) = 0. We assume that p is represented as Equation (16), where kl and k2 are two tangent vector of the surface with maximum and minirnumcurvature,andklxkz=n,k2xn=kl,nxkl = k2 are satisfied. s = q1k1 +qzkz +q,n+v (16) Because p is on the surface, Equation (17) must be satisfied, where KI and ~2 are maximum and minimum curvature. 1 2 1
The length hetween two face is equal to the minimum of Equation (18).
A f J = f m ( P ) (18)
If A, , is minimum, Equation (19) must be satisfied.
Applying the Taylor expansion to Equation (18) and using Equation (17) 
E. Edge-Edge Contact
In this paper, we define the length between two edges as Equation (21), where V I and vz are points on edges of moving and fixed objects, t, and tz are tangent vectors on V I and VZ, and a direction of the vector tl x tz(# 0) is outward to a fixed object.
min(t1 x tz). (vI -vz) (21) v . 7 2
When the equation is equal to 0, two edges contact each other. And when the equation is less than 0, they penetrate each other.
Consider the case that one edge contacts the other edge in the point v as shown in Figure 6 . We assume that two curve lines are represented by Equation The length between two edges is equal to the minimum of Equation (25).
If &e is minimum, Equation (26) must be satisfied Applying the Taylor expansion to Equation (25) and using Equation (26). we obtain Equation (27). 
Are
The possible displacement is formulated by A,, 2 0.
When Equation (24) is not satisfied, this contact primitive can be regarded as a combination of another contact primitives as the case of polyhedral objects.
F: Face-Vertex and Face-Edge Contact
Consider the case that a face contacts a vertex in one point. Viewing the displacement from the vertex, the face inversely displaces. From the definition, the inverse displacement can be represented as -tl, -t*,-t3. Therefore, the equation to represent the second order displacement is obtained by substituting -tl,-tZ,-t3 to Equation (7).
As the same way, we obtain the equation to represent the second order displacement in a face-edge contact case is obtained.
IV. CALCULATING THE SECOND ORDER DISPLACEMENT
The second order possible displacement can be calculated by investigating signs of coefficients of A 0 and ABz as shown in Table I .
First, we calculate the first order displacement. Then, we calculate the second order displacement by classifying the first order reciprocal motion. For calculating the first order displacement, various methods have been . We proposed the method to classify the first order reciprocal motion into the second order reciprocal motion or not [7] . However, it is so difficult to classify the first order reciprocal motion into the second order repelling, reciprocal, or contrary motions.
That is an open problem. Therefore, we roughly introduce a method to classify the first order reciprocal motion into the second order reciprocal motion or not. Because the first order possible displacement is represented as one system of simultaneous linear inequalities, the first order reciprocal motion is represented as a linear sum of some bases as shown in Equation (28), where ai is any real number.
[tl,tzl= xaibi (28) 
We obtain Equation (36) which the second order recipWe obtain Equation The result represents the case that rotation axis is on the xz-plane. In this case, one cannot solve the answer intuitively.
When K = -1,'lO. s2 = s4 = 0 is obtained from Equation (37). That means translation along the x-axis and rotation about the z-axis cannot maintain the contact relation. In this paper, we proposed a method to formulate and calculate the second order displacement. First, we formulate the second order displacement in each contact primitives. These formulas are very different from each other, however, they can he treated as the same way when calculating.
Then, we verified the proposed method by using the case that four vertex-face contacts exist. We illustrated that a solution of calculating the second order displacement is changed in concord with the change of the face curvature. We found that the solution is correct and the proposed method is superior to the original screw theory.
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